RESEARCH POLICY
1. Promotion of Research and Facility
In order to promote the research in the Institute following encouraging steps are being
followed:
For Faculty
1. New Joining to TIET is provided Rs. 5.00 lacs as seed money project to start their
research activity.
2. Financial support to all faculties is provided to attend National/International
conferences from Institute funds.
3. In order to increase the number of research project faculty members having
projects are considered for Performance Award Scheme (PAS).
4. Matching grants are provided for purchase of equipments sanctioned under the
project.
5. TA/DA for project presentation is given to every faculty if not given by funding
agencies.
6. To have un-interrupted progress of project, loan against sanction is given to every
project (in case money is not released by funding agency).
7. Faculty is given Professional Development Allowance for attending conference,
delivering lectures and other academic activity to the tune of Rs. 30,000/- to
(Assistant Professor), Rs. 40,000/- to (Associate Professor) and Rs. 75,000/- to
(Professor) every year.
8. Faculty is encouraged to file patent and for it all expenses are borne by the
Institute.
9. Faculty is honoured for having quality publication through PAS scheme.
10. Faculty is paid 50% of grant received under consultancy projects.
For Students
1. Institute has created 250 Teaching Associateships to provide fellowship to all
NET/GATE qualified candidates for 3 years extendable to 5 years where each
candidate is paid Rs. 24,000/- (B.Tech/M.Sc) and Rs. 25,000/- (M.Tech) per
month.
2. Each student is given contingency grant of Rs. 15,000/- to Rs. 25,000/- annually
(depending upon nature of work)for attending conferences/characterization and
other research related work.

3. Financial support to the tune of Rs. 30,000/- is provided to every candidate for
attending International Conference/Workshop etc.
4. Institute sponsors all expenses for filing patent to PhD candidates.
5. In order to have quality PhD, students have to get 3 SCI publications before
submitting the PhD thesis.

